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Drei Lesestücke   Three Reading Passages
Rattenfänger von Hameln, Weiber von Weinsberg, Elisabeth aus Marburg
This exam is based on the work we have devoted to processing the three reading passages found in block 6
and worked on in class these last weeks of the semester. Familiarize yourself in German with each of the three
reading passages we have worked on (posted on the web, block 6). Be sure you understand the content of
each passage and can respond to content questions in German as well as grammatical analysis questions in
English. The text of each passage will be provided on the exam, but no English translation will be given.

Wortschatz   Vocabulary
You are responsible for recognizing the vocabulary in each of the three reading passages. Recognition means,
when you see a German word, you understand its meaning in context.

Inhalt   Content
You will be given questions in German about the content of each passage. Be able to write answers in
German to the content of each passage. We have worked on the questions and answers, in German, in class.
You can review and practice the test questions posted online in block 6. The questions on the exam will be a
reduced selection chosen from those posted in block 6. No unfamiliar questions will appear on the exam.

Grammatik   Grammar
Words and/or phrases from the passages will be underlined and numbered. You will be asked questions
pertaining to the grammar or meaning of the indicated sections. Examples of these kinds of test items have
been reviewed in class and can be found among the sample test questions online in block 6.

Aussprache   Pronunciation
Read aloud the passage ‘Die Weiber von Weinsberg’ as we have practiced extensively in class. You have
copious materials on paper along with your notes from class to help you with pronunciation.

Kultur
The three reading passages contain the cultural information for this block. There will be no separate cultural
test questions, rather your ability to answer the content questions in German (see above) will demonstrate
your understanding of the cultural components presented in the three reading passages.


